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Abstract
We investigated the relation between the behavior of gravitational wave at late time

and the limit structure of future null infinity tangent which will determine the topol-

ogy of the event horizon far in the future. In the present article, we mainly consider

a spacetime with two black holes. Although in most of cases, the black holes co-

alesce and its event horizon is topologically a single sphere far in the future, there

are several possibilities that the black holes never coalesce and such exact solutions

as examples. In our formulation, the tangent vector of future null infinity is, under

conformal embedding, related to the number of black holes far in the future through

the Poincaré-Hopf’s theorem. Under the conformal embedding, the topology of event

horizon far in the future will be affected by the geometrical structure of the future

null infinity. In this article, we related the behavior of Weyl curvature to this limit

behavior of the generator vector of the future null infinity. We show if Weyl curvature

decays sufficiently slowly at late time in the neighborhood of future null infinity, two

black holes never coalesce.

1 Introduction

We are often interested in the final state of a black hole spacetime after gravitational collapse. When

matter collapses, it passes inside an event horizon and energy will be emitted to future null infinity in

the form of gravitational waves. Since the amount of this energy is limited, we may expect that the

spacetime will approach to a stationary state. If a black hole spacetime becomes stationary far in the

future to an observer outside the black hole, the final state of the black holes is considerably restricted.

As used in reference [10], the term far in the future means sufficiently at late time to an observer which

remains outside a black hole.

So far the final state of the black hole spacetime has been studied by many authors and these studies

are known as uniqueness theorems of black holes. Israel showed that the only static and topologically

spherical black hole is the Schwarzschild solution [1] or the Reissner-Nordström solution [2]. In stationary

axisymmetric situations, the uniqueness theorems of a vacuum black hole and a charged black hole were

shown by Carter [3], Robinson [4],[5] and Mazur [24].

All they are based on the topological notion, which is also well studied for stationary black holes[6][7][8].

Hawking proved that the spatial topology of the smooth stationary horizon must be spherical[6]. More-

over, the work of Chruściel and Wald[7] showed that in a stationary spacetime, the spatial topologies of

the connected components of black holes are only spheres under null energy condition.
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Hence, now it is known that, under some reasonable conditions such as asymptotic flatness and

the weak energy condition, each component of the black hole region is topologically trivial, i.e., simply

connected[7]. On the other hand, there were numerical simulations which suggest non-trivial topologies

of the horizons[9]. There have been some confusion, but it is now well understood that even though

the black hole region in the spacetime is simply connected, there are many possible topologies of spatial

sections. In particular, one of the authors[10] showed how topology of the spatial sections of a black hole

is related to the endpoint set, or similarly, the crease set, of the event horizon.

Thus, we understand that the topology of the event horizon can be realized by the formation stage

with the crease set and the final stationary stage, independently. If the black hole spacetime settles

down to a stationary state, we expect the spatial topology of the event horizon will consist of some

connected components with spherical topology. To realize these aspects more, a new approach is required

to investigate the topology of an event horizon far in the future. Especially the number of connected

components of the black hole is most important.

There is not a simple method to know topological structure of an event horizon far in the future, that

is, to determine how many black holes the final state of the black hole spacetime will consist of. Then

we consider some examples, they are Majumdar-Papapetrou solution[14], C-metric[15] (which recently

becomes important in studies of higher dimensional black holes since the black ring solution [11] with

vanishing angular momentum corresponds to a higher dimensional C-metric) and so on. The spatial

topology of the event horizon of such a solution is obviously not a single sphere.

Since in an asymptotically flat spacetime[17], (to be more exact, in a strongly asymptotically pre-

dictable spacetime) an event horizon is defined as the boundary of the causal past of future null infinity

I +, we expect the topology of an event horizon will be strongly related to the topological structure of

future null infinity. Because the topology of future null infinity in an asymptotically flat spacetime is

S2 × R, we might conclude far in the future the spatial topology of an event horizon will always be a

single sphere. Nevertheless it is well known that there are several above mentioned stationary solutions

including black holes separated from each other.

Therefore we have to study the structure of the neighborhood of I + in detail, especially in the limit

of the future direction. The geometric study of the asymptotic region was successful in the formulation

of large distance expansion (the expansion of a conformal factor Ω of conformal embedding) like the

investigation of the peeling property[12]. Then we evolve the large distance expansion of geometry into

the future direction along the tangent of the future null infinity na = g̃ab∇̃bΩ.

To analyse that, a key aspect is that there remains a long tail of Weyl curvature Ψ4 in the C-

metric spacetime, which is discovered by Tomimatsu[13]. In the present article, we develop pseudo-

Newman Penrose basis vectors and clarify the relation between the Weyl curvature component of outgoing

gravitational wave and the congruence of the integral curve of the I
+ tangent vector na. We will find

these aspects rule the topology of an event horizon in the limit of those integral curves.

To determine the gauge condition of the conformal embedding for studying this limit structure of the

tangent field na, we should be careful since such a limit will be realized only when conformal embedding

makes unphysical manifold compact in this direction. We show from the discussion in such a unphysical

manifold that two black holes are separated forever for an asymptotic observer outside black holes, if its

Weyl curvature in the neighborhood of future null infinity decays slowly at late time.
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Since we discuss black hole spacetimes, only asymptotically flat spacetime is considered. So, in section

2, we will give the notion of an asymptotically flat spacetime and the gauge condition of conformal

embedding. The congruence of the integral curves of tangent field na = g̃ab∇̃bΩ is investigated in the

third section. Fourth section provides the index theorem and using it, study the relation between the

topology of an event horizon and the structure of that congruence. In section 5, we will apply this

discussion to C-metric as an example, to illustrate its detail concretely. The final section is devoted to

summary and discussions. Throughout this article, we use the abstract index notation as the component

notation of tensors and it is denoted by Latin indices a, b, · · · .

2 Asymptotic flatness and gauge choicing of conformal com-

pactification

In this article, we use the term far in the future to mean at sufficiently late time to an observer outside

black holes in stead of referring the time after a spacetime settles down to a stationary phase. Then, our

main question is “How can we know the topology of an event horizon far in the future ?”

To discuss the topology of an event horizon, we pay attention to the relation with future null infinitiy

since the event horizon is defined as the boundary of the past set of future null infinityH+ = ∂(J−(I +))∩
M . Because of its non-compactness (I + ∼ S2 × R)[17] there is an ambiguity of the limit structure.

Here our tactics is to compactify the future null infinity and the integral curves of na tangent to

I + in their direction to discuss the limit of the integral curves. Therefore inextendible endpoints of the

integral curve of na will be attached after gauge choice of the conformal embedding. It will be discussed

that a geometric condition to allow that a set of endpoints with non-trivial topology is attached, by the

Poincaré-Hopf theorem. From this we discuss the topology of an event horizon far in the future.

First of all, we mention asymptotic flatness. Asymptotic flatness is essential in our discussion. We

have to state the definition of asymptotically flat spacetime before explaining the analytic method to

examine the limit structure of I +. The definition mentioned here is based on the reference [17].

Definition 1 (Asymptotic Flatness). A spacetime (M, gab) is said to be asymptotically flat at null

infinity if there exists an unphysical spacetime (M̃, g̃ab) with g̃ab = Ø2gab smooth everywhere except at the

point i0 where it is C>0 and conformal isometry ψ : M → ψ(M) ∈ M̃ with conformal factor Ω satisfying

the below conditions.

1. J̄+(i0) ∪ J̄−(i0) = M̃ −M . Thus, i0 is spacelike related to all points in M and the boundary of M

consists of i0, I + ≡ J̇+(i0) − i0 and I − ≡ J̇−(i0) − i0.

2. There exists an open neighborhood V of Ṁ = i0 ∪ I + ∪ I − such that the spacetime (V, g̃ab) is

strongly causal.

3. Ω can be extended to a function on all M̃ which is C∞ everywhere and C>0 at i0.

4. On I + and I − we have Ø = 0 and ∇̃aØ 6= 0.

5. The map of null direction at i0 into the space of integral curves of na ≡ g̃ab∇̃bΩ on I + and I − is

diffeomorphism.
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6. For smooth function ø on M̃ − i0 with ø > 0 on M̃ ∪ I + ∪ I − which satisfies ∇̃a(ω4na) = 0 on

I +, the vector field ω−1na is complete on I + and I −.

7. In the neighborhood of I + and I − physical Ricci tensor behaviors as Rab = O(Ω2).

Let us note that there is gauge freedom in the choice of an unphysical spacetime (M̃, g̃ab) with an

asymptotically flat physical spacetime (M, gab). This gauge freedom is important in our discussion.

If the spacetime (M̃, g̃ab) is an unphysical spacetime satisfying the above definition with conformal

factor Ø, so is (M̃, ω2g̃ab) with conformal factor øØ for the any function ω which is smooth everywhere

except at i0 and positive everywhere.

The most common and useful gauge condition will be an affine gauge. In this gauge, the tangent

na = g̃ab∇̃bΩ of I + generators is affinely parametrized. See the equation (11.1.21) in reference [17].

We should note that in this gauge, the null generators na (so, the future null infinity generated out of

them) are not compactified in the future direction, since the integral curves of na have infinite ranges

of affine parameters in the future direction. Nevertheless in the present article, we consider another

gauge condition such that the generator of I + can be compactified. Our purpose is to investigate the

congruence of the na-integral curves around the future null infinity in the limit of their parameter. To

study this, it will be valid to compactify the future null infinity and the integral curves in their direction.

The compactification will be realized by attaching any endpoints of the na-integral curves, as I + has

been attached to M to study its asymptotic structure. Therefore ω vanishes at the set E of attached

endpoints. Taking a sufficiently small neighborhood of E , ω is considered to be monotonically decreasing

in the direction of na-integral curves. We call this gauge a compact gauge.

Here it should be commented that according to the gauge condition, the integral curves go to I +,

i+ or singularity.

3 Limit structure of future null infinity

We investigate the geometrical structure around future null infinity in a limit of the integral curves of

na = g̃ab∇̃bΩ. We define the limit as the limit approaching to the attached endpoints E . We call this

limit na-limit.

3.1 Physical Ricci Tensor and Unphysical Ricci Tensor

The relation between the physical Ricci tensor and the unphysical Ricci tensor gives us a great deal

of information. The physical Ricci tensor Rab is related to the conformally translated unphysical Ricci

tensor R̃ab by

Rab = R̃ab + 2Ø−1∇̃a∇̃bØ

+g̃abg̃
cd(Ø−1∇̃c∇̃dØ − 3Ø−2∇̃cØ∇̃dØ). (1)

By multiplying Ø2 and taking the limit Ø → 0 we find that a vector na ≡ g̃ab∇̃bØ must be extended

smoothly to I + and be null at I + because the first term vanishes from conditions 4 and 7 of the
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definition 1, the second vanishes from conditions 3 and 4, and the fourth vanishes from the condition 3,4

and g̃ab being smooth at I +.

na is null at I + but is not null off of I + and we put the shift from null vector as the following

g̃abn
anb = k(1)Ø + k(2)Ø

2 + · · · , (2)

where k(i) (i = 1, 2, · · · ) are the functions independent of Ø. The integral curves of na on I + is null

geodesic generators of I +, but the integral curves of na is not geodesics off of I +. Let us put the shift

from the geodesic as

na∇̃an
b − p(0)n

b = O(Ø). (3)

In particular, we put the contraction of the above equation with la as the following:

lbna∇̃anb = −p(0) + p(1)Ø + · · · , (4)

where we determine the normalization as lana = −1 (see the below equation (10)).

From (2) and (4), we obtain the relation between k(i) and p(i)

p(0) =
1

2
k(1), p(1) = −k(2), p(2) = −3

2
k(3), · · · , (5)

where we used the relation of torsion free ;

∇̃anb = ∇̃bna. (6)

3.2 Pseudo-Newman-Penrose Formalism

Newman-Penrose formalism [18] is the choice of the null basis which consists of a pair of real null vectors,

la, na and a pair of complex conjugate null vectors ma, m̄a. Now we consider na ≡ g̃ab∇̃bØ as one of real

null vectors in Newman-Penrose formalism. As we have mentioned before, na is null on I + but is not

null away off I +. Therefore, strictly speaking, this is not Newman-Penrose basis vectors. Nevertheless

most of Newmann Penrose framework are not affected by this difference.

So the following orthogonality conditions are required

lama = lam̄a = nama = nam̄a = 0 (7)

in addition to the conditions that vectors are null,

lala = mama = m̄am̄a = 0, (8)

and the fact that na ≡ g̃ab∇̃bØ is null only on I +,

nana = k(1)Ø + k(2)Ø
2 + · · · . (9)

We impose on the basis vectors the further normalization conditions,

lana = −1, mam̄a = 1, (10)

which is consistent with the definition of the vector na and la. Thus, the metric can be represented by

g̃ab = −(k(1)Ø + k(2)Ø
2 + · · · )lalb − 2l(anb) + 2m(am̄b) (11)
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in this pseudo-Newman-Penrose basis vectors. Note that the first extra term of the above equation is

caused by the equation (9).

In order to investigate the congruence of the na-integral curves around I +, we have only to consider

the values of spin connections and curvatures only in the neighborhood of I +. Now we expand the each

basis component of the equation (1) in the powers of conformal factor Ø as x = x(0) +x(1)Ω+x(2)Ω
2 + ....

The (n, l) component of the equation (1) gives

O(Ø2) =

(

5

2
k(1) − 3p(0) + 2µ(0)

)

Ø−1

+

(

R̃
(0)
nl + 3p(1) + 2k(2) + 2µ(1) + k(1)q

)

+O(Ø) (12)

(13)

where we used the condition 7 of the above definition 1 and the equations (2),(4) and µ ≡ −mam̄b∇̃anb

is the spin connection, which means the expansion of the integral curves of na. q is the function satisfying

la∇̃al
b = qlb.

So we obtain from the coefficients of the first and the second term

5

2
k(1) − 3p(0) + 2µ(0) = 0 (14)

and

R̃
(0)
nl + 3p(1) + 2k(2) + 2µ(1) + k(1)q = 0. (15)

Similarly, from other components we can obtain the relations between spin connections and Ricci

tensors.

From the (l, l) component, we obtain

q = 0, (16)

R̃
(0)
ll = 0. (17)

From the (m,m) component, we obtain

λ̄(0) = λ(0) = 0, (18)

λ(1) = R̃(0)
mm, (19)

where λ ≡ −m̄am̄b∇̃anb is the spin connection which means the shear of the integral curves of vector

field na. Eq.18 means I + (Ω ≡ 0) is diffeomophic to S2 × R. The (n,m) component gives

ν(0) = ν̄(0) = 0, (20)

2ν(1) = R̃(0)
nm, (21)

where ν is defined by ν ≡ nam̄b∇̃anb.
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3.3 Change of Conformal Factor

Now it should be recalled that there is gauge freedom in the conformal transformation considered above.

Under the transformation Ø → Ø′ = øØ, g̃ab → g̃′ab = ø2g̃ab, we have

na → n′a = ø−1na + Øø−2g̃ab∇̃bø. (22)

In particular, on I + the above transformation becomes

na → n′a = ø−1na. (23)

Under this transformation, the expansion of the null geodesic generators is transformed as

µ(0) → µ′

(0) =
µ(0)

ø
− 1

ø2
na∇̃aø (24)

on I +. Therefore, note that we can choose µ(0) as any function independent of Ø. Given µ′

(0), since the

equation (24) is merely an ordinary differential equation, there always exists ø satisfying the equation

(24). From the equations (5)(14), we find the relation

µ(0) = −p(0) = −1

2
k(1). (25)

So from the equation (4), we see that in the gauge satisfying µ(0) = 0, the null geodesics on I
+ are

affinely parameterized. In this article, we call this gauge affine gauge. When we discuss the limit structure

around I +, we should not choose the affne gauge since in the affine gauge, we cannot compactify I +

or na-integral curve and is not convenient to study the congruence of na-integral curves in the na-limit

on neighborhood of I +. Hence, we choose the compact gauge such that I + can be compactified by

attaching a set E of future endpoints of na, that is, ø → 0 in na-limit.

From (18), the leading order for the shear λ, vanishes, which does not depend on the choice of the

gauge;

λ′(0) = λ(0) = 0 (26)

holds. Then also in this gauge, spatial section of I + (Ω ≡ 0) is always S2. I + is topologically

S2 × (R ∪ {+∞}) after future endpoints of its generators are attached. Under the transformation Ø →
Ø′ = øØ, the first order is transformed as

λ(1) → λ′(1) =
λ(1)

ø2
− 1

ø3
m̄am̄b∇̃a∇̃bø − 2

ø4
(m̄a∇̃aø)2. (27)

From now on, ′ represents the quantity after transforming from an affine gauge into a compact gauge.

3.4 Congruence of n
a-curves and Weyl Curvature

The gauge freedom can makes the congruence of na-integral curves shrink into a point or take away to

infinity in the direction of na. Indeed, when we take an affine gauge the null generators are complete

in affine parameterization by definition and go away to infinity. Nevertheless, since we want to study

the geometrical structure around I + in na-limit, it is essential to choose a compact gauge Ω′ = ωΩ, in

which the na-integral curves are incomplete in affine parameterization (possible to compactify) though is
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complete in a original parameterization na = (∂/∂u′)a. Under this gauge condition, we discuss the limit

structure of the congruence of the na-integral curves in na-limit.

When we choose the compact gauge we should be careful about the angular dependence of ω, since

we include the case of vanishing ω. If we allow ω to have angular-depending irregularity in na-limit,

the irregular angular dependence may change the topological structure of the congruence of na-curve.

Because a conformal transformation should be diffeomorphism, we must choose such ω that is smooth

with regard to the angular and positive.

For example, let us consider a sphere. The metric on a sphere with unit radius is ds2 = dθ2+sin2 θdφ2.

When we perform the conformal transformation such that a conformal factor vanishes at θ = π/2 (for

example, ω = cos θ, its metric is ds2 = cos2 θ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) and is not diffeomorphic to the original

sphere. We must choose a regular gauge to avoid such a case. Then we never allow that dependence for

the gauge transformation Ω′ = ωΩ from an original affine gauge.

Newman-Penrose equation[18] relates the shear of the congruence around I + to Weyl curvature as

the following;

− na∇̃aλ+ m̄a∇̃aν = −(µ+ µ̄)λ− (3γ − γ̄)λ

+ (3α+ β̄ + π − τ̄ )ν + Ψ(4). (28)

We expand each term of the above equation in powers of Ø and leave the only leading term. From

(18) the order of λ is

λ = O(Ø). (29)

The spin connection ν can be written as

ν = −1

2
ma∇̃ak(1)Ø +O(Ø2) (30)

by the equations (2) and (7). We can choose ø satisfying

ma∇̃ak(1) = 0 (31)

from the relation (25). For we can write ma as ma = mθ(∂/∂θ)a + imφ(∂/∂φ)a using two spacelike

vectors, (∂/∂θ)a, (∂/∂φ)a orthogonal to na, la. Then if we transform ω from affine gauge into another

gauge, from the equation (24), the equation (31) becomes

∂

∂θ

(

na∇̃aω

ω2

)

=
∂

∂φ

(

na∇̃aω

ω2

)

= 0. (32)

We may choose ω so that na∇̃aø/ø2 does not depend on θ, φ and ø is positive everywhere. Therefore, we

see that for ø satisfying (31), the order of ν is

ν = O(Ø2). (33)

Finally, let us compute the order of the spin connection γ defined by γ ≡ 1/2(nanb∇̃alb −nam̄b∇̃alb).

The real part of γ is

γ + γ̄ = nanb∇̃alb

= µ(0) +O(Ø) (34)
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from the equations (4) and (14). Since the imaginary part of γ becomes

γ − γ̄ = −nam̄b∇̃amb, (35)

it depends on the direction of ma which we have not yet determined. Now let us determine the direction

of ma as follows. We determine the direction of ma so that on I +, it will be parallelly transported along

the null geodesic generators on I +. That is,

na∇̃am
b = 0 on I +. (36)

Moreover in the direction away off I +, it is parallelly transported along −la, that is,

la∇̃am
b = 0 everywhere. (37)

Thus, γ − γ̄ becomes

γ − γ̄ = O(Ø). (38)

So we see that from the equations (34) and (38), the order of γ is

γ =
µ(0)

2
+O(Ø). (39)

From (29), (33) and (39), we can write the equation (28) as

na∇̃aλ(1) = 3µ(0)λ(1) − Ψ4(1) (40)

in the leading order.

Integrating this, we obtain the relation

λ(1) = − exp

(

3

∫ u′

µ(0)(u
′′)du′′

)

·
∫ u′

du′′

[

Ψ4(1)(u
′′) exp

(

−3

∫ u′′

µ(0)(u
′′′)du′′′

)

]

, (41)

where u′ is the parameter of n′a and is defined by n′a ≡ (∂/∂u′)a.

4 Topology of Event Horizon

Now we discuss the relation between the topology of event horizon and the na-limit structure of na-

integral curve congruence. Pseudo-Newman-Penrose basis provides the following timelike submanifold

near I + but not on I +. In this region, since ω is monotonically decreasing function in the direction

of na supposing sufficiently large parameters, na is timelike from (9)(24)(25) and orthogonal to a spatial

hypersurface Ce which is defined by small constant e as Ω = e ≪ 1. From the smoothness of the

pseudo-Newman-Penrose basis, a sufficiently large sphere Se is defined on Ce and spanned by ma and m̄a.

n′a = (∂/∂u′)a generates a one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms ψu′ on M , and we have a family

of two dimensional surface Se(u
′) = ψu′(Se) and a submanifold

We = {p ∈ ψu′(Se)|u′ ∈ (−∞,∞)}, (42)

where ψ0 identically maps Se onto itself.

Since M is not a manifold at i+, we want to discuss the structure of Se(u
′) without dealing with i+,

that is within openset I−(I +). Nevertheless, the inextendible timelike curves on We does not have its

9



n a

S0

We

={Se(u’)}
H

I 
+

Ce

+

Hi Ho

Figure 1: Ce is the spacelike surface where Ω is constant. On that a sufficiently large sphere Se is given.
na generates a timelike submanifold We from it. It determine a two boundaries of its past set I−(We).
Inner one is Hi and outer one is Ho.

endpoint on the future null infinity or I−(I +), rather on the outside of I−(I +). For sufficiently small

e and large Se, there is We outside of black hole, since the black hole region M \ I−(I +) is compact and

nana = na∇aΩ = k(1)Ω + ... < 0 means decreasing of Ω in na direction.

Since Se(0) = Se is topologically a sphere, I−(I +) is decomposed by We into an inside subset A and

an outside subset B (We ⊂ A). If (Ḃ ∩M) ∩ (J̇−(I +) ∩M) 6= ∅, We can cross the event horizon H+.

Then

(Ḃ ∩M) ∩ (J̇−(I +) ∩M) = ∅ (43)

İ−(We) = J−(I +) ∩M (44)

The boundary of the causal past of We is composed of ingoing part Hi = A\We generated by ingoing

past null geodesics and outgoing part Ho = B \We generated by outgoing past null geodesics. From the

continuity of M , the ingoing part approaches to the event horizon. Considering limu′→∞ Se(u
′), we may

observe the event horizon in na-limit H+ ∩UE is possibly not homeomorphic to the cross section of I
+,

where UE is neighborhood of E in M .

On the submanifold We we will observe the deformation of the section Se(u
′) as a deviation of the

geodesic congruence of na. Especially the index theorem of the Morse theory[19] is powerful to see

topological aspects. Next, we mention the method to examine the limit of Se near I +. The following

corollary [16] of the Poincaré-Hopf’s theorem is useful.

Theorem . Let M be a compact n-dimensional (n > 2 is an odd number) Cr(r ≥ 1) manifold with

Σ1 ∪ Σ2 = Ṁ and Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅. X is any Cr−1 vector field with at most a finite number of zeros,

satisfying the following two conditions: (a)The zeros of X are contained in Int M. (b)X has inward

directions at Σ1 and outward directions at Σ2. Then the sum of the indices of X at all its zeros is related
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to the Euler numbers of Σ1 and Σ2:

χ(Σ2) − χ(Σ1) = 2 index(X), (45)

where index(X) is given by the alternating sum of the Morse number µk as index =
∑

k(−1)kµk. The

Morse number µk is the number of a critical point (zero of vector field X) whose index is k. The index of

a critical point is given by the number of negative eigenvalue of Hesse matrix Hab = ∇aXb. This theorem

means that when the topology of slices of a manifold changes, there must be a zero of the vector field on

it and equation (45) is satisfied.

Here we consider the case where an event horizon is spatial two spheres like the spacetime of C-metric.

As discussed above and illustrated in Fig. 1, in this case Hi approaches to H+. In other words, there is

an embedding

φ : We 7→ N , (46)

in which N is a trouser-like manifold with two boundaries Σ1 = S2 and Σ2 = S2 ∪ S2.

N

We
H+ H+

Σ1

Σ2

Figure 2: Timelike submanifold We is diffeomorphically embedded into a trouser-like manifold N . On
the boundary of We there are zeros of the tangent n′a.

Because We and N are a three-dimensional manifold, we apply the theorem to N . Let us consider a

continuous tangent vector field X of N such that X is the natural extension of φ∗(na)

Xa|φ(We) = φ∗(n
a), (47)

is outward directed on upper boundary Σ2 and do not have a zero on N \ φ(We), since N \ φ(We) =

Σ2 × (−∞, 0].

Here, we should pay attention to the fact that, in this case, zeros can exist only on the boundary

of We, since We is complete about its own tangent na by definition. As easily understood, the upper

boundary of φ(We), ∂(φ(We))\Σ1 is the set of endpoints of Xa since na is complete on We. Nevertheless,

the endpoints (zeros) with index= 0 do not affect the theorem and are extendible endpoints since Morse’s

lemma[19] states that the Morse critical point is generic. By small reparametrization, we have X ′a
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which is almost same as Xa except for small neighborhood of ∂(φ(We)) \ Σ1, and have only one zero on

∂(φ(We)) \ Σ1 with index= 1.

Therefore we have to be careful to apply the theorem. Nevertheless, it would be possible to relate the

index of the theorem and the congruence of null generators around the zero. From Morse’s lemma, we

suppose that the zero of the null generators is isolated. Since N is three dimensions, the behavior of the

congruence around the zero which is on We is illustrated in FIG.3.

The left figure in FIG.3 is a three dimensional conformal embedding with one dimension suppressed.

The right figure in FIG.3 represents the close-up figure of encircled points of the left figure and makes

clear the behavior in the vector field Xa and na in the neighborhood of their zero. We should note that

though in the left figure in FIG.3 N is drawn as two dimensional surface rather than three dimensional

surface, in the right figure the neighborhood of the zero is drawn as the neighborhood of the zero on

three dimensional surface. In this figure, there is a zero with index = +1. In the neighborhood of the

zero, we can introduce a coordinate system (x1, x2, x3) on N . A heavy arrow and a dashed heavy arrow

are on x2 axes, dashed arrows are on x2x3-planes, dotted arrows lie on x1x2-planes and solid arrows lie

on x1x3-planes. In the left figure of FIG.3, the heavy arrow is on the front side while the dashed heavy

arrow is on its reverse side.

Seeing the region contained in φ(We), {(x1, x2, x3)|−x2
1+x2

2+x2
3 > 0}, we can extend its neighborhood

into the other region in N \ ∂(φ(We)), {(x1, x2, x3)| − x2
1 + x2

2 − x2
3 < 0}. For it contains the region

{(x1, x2, x3)| − x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 > 0} but does not contain the other region {(x1, x2, x3)| − x2

1 + x2
2 + x2

3 < 0}
in a certain coordinate system. The limit behavior of the shear and the expansion of the vector field

na = g̃ab∇̃bΩ tells us information about its zero since ∇bna = ∇b∇aΩ gives Hesse matrix. Approaching

to that zero along the heavy arrow, the dotted arrows on the x1x2-plane in FIG.3 are going away from the

zero, and dashed arrows on the x1x3-plane in FIG.3 are approaching to the zero. Therefore, approaching

to the zero along the heavy arrow in FIG.3, the shear of the vector field become larger than the expansion.

Note that because at the zero with index= 1 tangent vectors Xa vanishes, it is Lifshitz continuous

(that is, at least C1−) at that point. Then, the embedding of We into N is C1. We should note also that

when we consider the embedding of a neighborhood of that zero, the into-mapping is not self-intersecting

because of the fact we introduce a trivial patch with R3 in the neighborhood of that zero. Furthermore

we comment that because in Schwarzshild spacetime, there are nothing but zeros with index= 0 of vector

field Xa at the boundary of We. We have a trivial completion into N ∼ S2 × [0, 1].

To summarize, for the Hesse matrix Hab = ∇̃anb = ∇̃a∇̃bΩ, we solve the eigenvalue equation

Habx
a = Λxb = Λhabx

a (48)

where hab is the metric of We. Considering three basis vectors of We, n̂
a = na/

√

|ncnc|, (ma ±ma)/
√

2,

the eigenvalues of Hab are given by

−n
anb∇anb
√

|ncnc|
, µ± |λ| . (49)

In compact gauge, n′cn′
c is negative not on I

+ and converges to zero at u′ → ∞. Therefore the first

eigenvalue is negative and the index is determined by inequality |µ| < |λ|. In this gauge, Ω′ = ωΩ is

decreasing positive function about u′ and converges to zero in u′ → ∞. Then we are able to choose two

12



gauge conditions, they are ∂u′ω/ω → 0 and ∂u′ω/ω → β < 0 and corresponds to ω ∝ u′−α, (α > 0) and

ω ∝ e−βu′

. ω ∝ e−βu′

, however, means nana is not zero in u′ → ∞ and this is a bad aspent. When we

take this gauge, the na-integral curves go into a timelike infinity. Nevertheless the timelike infinitiy is

generally pathological and M is not manifold there. It will mislead topological investigations.

Therefore we must choose a gauge

ω = u′−α, µ′ =
α

u′
, (50)

where higher order of µ′ about Ω is eliminated by higher order gauge condition of ω.

So if the behavior of Weyl curvature on I + is Ψ4(1) ∼ u′−ǫ as u′ → ∞, λ′ behaves as λ′ ∝ u′1−ǫΩ′

by eq.(41). The ratio of the shear to the expansion is

∣

∣

∣

∣

λ′

µ′

∣

∣

∣

∣

∼ u′2−ǫØ′ +O(Ø′2), (51)

From (9)(25)(50),

0 > n′cn′

c = n′c∇̃cΩ
′ = k(1)Ω

′ + ..., (52)

Ω′ ∝ u′−2α, (53)
∣

∣

∣

∣

λ′

µ′

∣

∣

∣

∣

∼ u′2−2α−ǫ, (54)

where it should be emphasized that ǫ depends on gauge choicing ω and is a function of α.

22
1

1 1

2

3

Figure 3: The behavior of the vector field na ≡ g̃ab∇̃bΩ around the zero on a trouser-like manifold. The
left figure is N with one dimension suppressed and the zero is encircled. The right figure is close-up
of the encircled point of the left figure. Each heavy arrow is in the direction of x2-axis. Each dashed
arrow lies on the x2x3-plane and each dotted arrow lies on the x1x2-plane. We should note that in
the left figure N is drawn as two dimensional surface (actually it is a three dimensional surface) but
that each right figure is as drawn the neighborhood of a zero on three dimensional surface. The region
{(x1, x2, x3| − x2

1 + x2
2 + x2

3 < 0)} is not contained in We and is the small extension in the direction of
Xa. When we consider the expansion and the shear of the vector field na along heavy arrows (the heavy
arrow and the dotted heavy arrow), then we observe that approaching to the zero along heavy arrows,
the shear becomes larger than the expansion.
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Therefore, if there is α satisfying 2− 2α− ǫ > 0, this ratio can diverge, that is, the shear can be much

larger than the expansion in this gauge. As shown above, though even the topological feature changed

by the gauge condition it is guaranteed by the existence of a gauge providing not decaying

∣

∣

∣

∣

λ′

µ′

∣

∣

∣

∣

that the

event horizon is topologically non-trivial like FIG.2.

The point is that if Weyl curvature falls off later than some power of parameter of tangent na of I
+,

two black holes will not coalesce eternally. Now that we obtain the sufficient preparation, we can restate

our sufficient condition for not coalescing black holes as follows;

Condition 1 (Sufficient condition for separated two black holes). When we transform the con-

formal factor from affine gauge into another gauge Ø → Ø′ = Øø, the number of black holes is not only

one, if there exists an unphysical spacetime (M̃, ø2g̃ab) with the conformal factor ø satisfying the below

conditions.

(1)There is a real number α such that ø = ø(θ, φ)u′−α and limu→∞ ø = 0, where u and u′ are parameters

of the null geodesics on I + in affine gauge and in another gauge, respectively and ø(θ.φ) is the smooth

function on a sphere which is positive and not singular everywhere.

(2)There is a real number α > 0 satisfying the following condition; For any number L > 0, there are

positive numbers K such that if u′ > K, then |u′2−2α−ǫ| > L, where ǫ is an exponent appearing in Ψ4(1)

extended in the power of u′, that is, Ψ4(1) ∼ u′−ǫ.

Finally also we note that Einstein equation is only used through the definition of asymptotic flatness

in the section 2 and Newman-Penrose equations. The condition 7 in Definition 1 in the section 2 is equal

to the condition that energy momentum tensor goes to zero at future null infinity rapidly if we impose

the condition that Einstein equation holds. We used this condition in the eq.(12) and so on. (Though

in the book of Wald (reference [17]) vacuum Einstein equation is assumed in the neighborhood of future

null infinity, we weaken this requirement.) We never suppose something like energy conditions.

Since this condition is a sufficient condition, it is not clear whether the spacetime satisfying the

condition is realistic. In the next section, by proving in C-metric the (54) diverges (ǫ < 2) in appropriate

gauge, we show that the event horizon is not that of a single black hole but that of two black hole

connected at the virtual boundary of conformally compactified manifold. This is what we already know

about the causal structure of C-metric spacetime.

5 C-metric as an concrete example

To verify the relevance of the condition, we take an example which satisfies the above condition. Now

we treat the vacuum C-metric [21],[22] as an example of the spacetime in which two black holes never

coalesce from the viewpoint of an observer outside black holes [20]. The line element of the vacuum

C-metric is written in the form of

ds2 = −Hdu2 +H−1dr2 + 2Ar2H−1drdx

+(G−1 +A2r2H−1)r2dx2 + r2Gdϕ2, (55)

14



where

H = 1 − 2mr−1 + 6Amx+ArG,x −A2r2G, (56)

G = 1 − x2 − 2Amx3. (57)

In BMS coordinate[23], it is expanded at large distance. Since in our discussion it is sufficient to consider

the only neighborhood of I +, we may transform the metric (55) to a BMS coordinate written by

ds2 = −fdu2 − 2e2βdudr − 2Ududθ

+r2(e2γdθ2 + e−2γ sin2 θdφ2), (58)

where four functions are

f(u, r, θ) = 1 − 2M(u, θ)

r
+O

(

1

r2

)

, (59)

β(u, r, θ) = −c
2(u, θ)

4r2
+O

(

1

r3

)

, (60)

γ(u, r, θ) =
c(u, θ)

r
+O

(

1

r2

)

, (61)

U(u, r, θ) = −(cθ + 2c cot θ) +O

(

1

r

)

, (62)

and M(u, θ) is given by

M,u = −c2,u +
1

2
(c,θθ + 3c,θ cot θ − 2c),u. (63)

We should note that these four functions are expressed by one function c(u, θ) whose differentiation by u

is called the news function,

c,u =
−3a3m

4A3

sin2 θ

u4
. (64)

We introduce a new coordinate by

v ≡ u+ 2r. (65)

In this coordinate, the metric (58) becomes the following form,

ds2 = −(f − e2β)du2 − e2βdudv − 2Ududθ

+
1

4
(v − u)2(e2γdθ2 + e−2γ sin2 θdφ2). (66)

Furthermore, we introduce a new coordinate V = 1/v so that infinity along outgoing null geodesics will

correspond to V = 0. The metric components in the new coordinate (u, V, θ, φ) are given by

ds2 = −(f − e2β)du2 +
e2β

V 2
dudV − 2Ududθ

+
1

4
(v − u)2(e2γdθ2 + e−2γ sin2 dφ2). (67)

In turn, we conformally transform the above physical metric into

˜ds2 = −(f − e2β)Ø2du2 + e2βdudØ − 2UØ2dudθ

+
1

4
(1 − Øu)2(e2γdθ2 + e−2γ sin2 θdφ2), (68)
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where this unphysical metric is related to the physical metric by g̃ab = Ø2gab and Ø = V . The four

functions (59),(60),(61) and (62) are expanded as

f = 1 − 4M(u, θ)Ø +O(Ø2), (69)

β = −c2(u, θ)Ø2 +O(Ø3), (70)

γ = 2c(u, θ)Ø +O(Ø2), (71)

U = −(c,θ + 2c cot θ) + [−2c(c,θ + 2c cot θ)

+2(2c,u + 3cc,θ + 4c4 cot θ)]Ø +O(Ø2) (72)

in powers of conformal factor Ø.

Now let us determine the basis vectors defined in section 3 from the metric (68). It is easy to

decompose the metric (68) into the form of

g̃ab = −(k(1)Ø + · · · )lalb − 2l(anb) + 2m(am̄b). (73)

We see that the four dual vectors,

na = (dØ)a, (74)

la = −1

2
e2β(du)a, (75)

ma =
1

2
√

2
(1 − uØ)

(

−e−γ 4UØ2

(1 − uØ)2
(du)a

+eγ(dθ)a − ie−γ sin θ(dφ)a

)

, (76)

m̄a =
1

2
√

2
(1 − uØ)

(

−e−γ 4UØ2

(1 − uØ)2
(du)a

+eγ(dθ)a + ie−γ sin θ(dφ)a

)

, (77)

satisfies the eauation (31).

We raise the indices of the dual vectors to obtain four basis vectors,

na = 2e−2β

(

∂

∂u

)a

+ [4(f − e2β)e−4βØ2 + 16e−4β−2γ U2Ø4

(1 − uØ)2
]

(

∂

∂Ø

)a

+ 8e−2γ−2βU
Ø2

(1 − uØ)2

(

∂

∂θ

)a

, (78)

la = −
(

∂

∂Ø

)a

, (79)

ma =

√
2e−γ

1 − uØ

(

∂

∂θ

)a

+ i

√
2eγ

sin θ(1 − uØ)

(

∂

∂φ

)a

, (80)

m̄a =

√
2e−γ

1 − uØ

(

∂

∂θ

)a

− i

√
2eγ

sin θ(1 − uØ)

(

∂

∂φ

)a

. (81)

From (74) and (78), we compute the norm of na as follows.

nana = 4(f − e2β)e−4βØ2 + 16e−4β−2γ U2Ø4

(1 − uØ)2
. (82)
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Since the first order of Ω in the equation (82) vanishes, we see that the choice of conformal factor Ø = V

is affine gauge at I +. That is, in the choice of this gauge

µ(0) = −p(0) = −1

2
k(1) = 0 (83)

holds. The shear λ in this gauge is

λ ≡ −m̄am̄b∇̃anb

= −4c,uØ +O(Ø2) (84)

=
3a3m

A3

sin2 θ

u4
Ø +O(Ø2), (85)

where we used the fact the news function of the vacuum C-metric [13] is given by (64) and u is the affine

parameter of the null generator of I
+.

For the investigation in previous sections we require a gauge transformation from the affine gauge into

the gauge such that I + can be compactified in future direction. Then we examine the ratio of the shear

to the expansion of the congruence of na-integral curves which plunge into the zero at na-limit. In affine

gauge, the shear in this direction behaves

λ ∼ λ(1)Ω ∼ 1

u4
Ø, (86)

as u → ∞ and Ω → 0. Under the transformation Ø → Ø′ = øØ, there is the relation between affine

parameter and the parameter of the geodesic in new gauge as follows

u =
u′α+1

α+ 1
(α 6= −1) (87)

where we set ø = u′−α (α > 0).

From (24)(26)(27)(41)(53)(86) and (87), the ratio of the shear to the expansion is given by

∣

∣

∣

∣

λ′

µ′

∣

∣

∣

∣

∼ u′α+1Ø′ ∼ u′1−α. (88)

Then, we see that when u → ∞(u′ → ∞), this ratio diverges to infinity for 0 < α < 1. We ensured

the existence of the conformal factor Ø′ = øØ such that the na-limit ratio of the shear to the expansion

of the na-congruence around I + diverges. We also find easily this gauge is compact gauge,

lim
u→∞

ø = 0. (89)

On the other hand, though Newman-Penrose formalism is ,of course, true, we confirm that the behavior

of Weyl curvature is obtained directly from the metric

Ψ̃′

4(1) ∼
1

u′1−α
. (90)

If we choose ω so that 0 < α < 1, 0 < ǫ < 2 holds. Therefore, two conditions (1) and (2) of the sufficient

condition stated in the end of section 4 are satisfied. This implies that the two black holes of the C-metric

are eternally separated.
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6 Summary and Discussions

We have investigated the limit structure of the congruence of the na-integral curves and its orthogonal

spatial section introducing a pseudo-Newman Penrose basis vectors. It was shown the sufficient condition

in order that two black holes never coalesce to an asymptotic observer outside black holes in such a

spacetime with two black holes. This is that if the tail of outgoing gravitational wave Ψ4 remains at

sufficiently late time for an asymptotic observer, two black holes remain separated forever.

In other words, we clarify that the behavior of Weyl curvature Ψ4 in the neighborhood of future null

infinity at late time rules the geometrical structure of the congruence of tangent of I +. Especially it is

considered in spacetimes with two black holes, the two black holes separated forever is caused by the shear

of the congruence through the Poincaré-Hopf theorem. Moreover, we made sure that Weyl curvature of

C-metric remained so late that it satisfy the sufficient condition.

Here we comment that to discuss the final stage of the gravitational collapse we have only consider

causal structures in the limit of the future direction instead of supposing stationary spacetime. Though

at first sight they might correspond to each other, the authors know nothing about that. More advanced

studies in the course of the present investigation will tell something about that.

Studying black hole perturbation in some exact solution background, it have been known that there is

gravitational wave tail in late time limit[?]. For example, it is easily confirmed that outgoing gravitational

wave is far smaller than the late discussed in this article for Schwarzschild spacetime. This is valid since

Schwarzschild spacetime is a single black hole spacetime. We guess that also in other single black hole

spacetimes the situation is same. Otherwise, the topology of black hole will be changed by the effect of

the gravitational wave perturbation.

As a future work we need investigate the physical and geometrical meaning of the parameter u′,

althogh in this article, we treat it as the parameter such as future null infinity is compactified. It is

interesting to investigate the relation between the compact gauge and the BMS group, however, at this

stage, we do not know the answer.

While we concentrate on the gravitational radiation Ψ4 of Weyl curvature as leading order contribu-

tion, there are possibilities that other component of curvature may contribute to the strucutre of tangent

na of I + in higher order. For example, in Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetime, while gravitational field

radiation Ψ4 vanishes, we observe that Ψ2 contributes to the congruences of na in a higher order.

Furthermore, when we consider a higher dimensional black hole spacetime, a investigation like in the

present article will reveal the mechanism of topological black holes, since a higher dimensional counterpart

of the C-metric spacetime is black ring solution with vanishing angular momentum[11].

Using the result of this article, what can we know about the collapsing stars from the observation

of the gravitational radiation ? The sufficient condition for separated black holes suggests the power of

late time tail radiation will let us know about the final number of black holes. Of course, to get powerful

statement about that, we should make clear the astrophysical meaning of the gauge choice used in this

article.
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